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IMPROVING EMPLOYEE TRAINING AND INCREASING 
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER WITH AUGMENTED REALITY

By 2020, 25% of the American workforce will be approaching retirement. In fields with complex workflows and tasks, such as energy 

& utilities, manufacturing, and telecommunications, this presents an obvious issue and the need for strong training and knowledge 

transfer processes. Augmented reality (AR) is set to address these issues, increasing both training efficacy and workflow efficiency.

Depending on the complexity of the job, resource allocation and time commitment, the quality and general effectiveness of most 

training programs can vary dramatically. This can not only lead to obviously wasted time and resources, but also presents quality and 

safety concerns for ill-prepared employees. 

Current efforts in training usually involve documents, video, and in-person guidance in classroom-like environments and online 

modules. Documents are simple and inexpensive to distribute, but they are two-dimensional—both figuratively and literally— and lack 

visualization, applicability, and comprehension. Video guidance adds a critical visual element to task training, but is more resource-

intensive to produce. In-person training is most effective when compared to other methods, but it requires experts’ time and presence 

on location. The combination of in-person training and passive video and documentation is the current best-case training scenario. 

Unlike the traditional training options listed above, AR is dynamic, interactive, and adaptive to the user, environment, and use case. 
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A high degree of realism is possible with AR as well, facilitating knowledge transfer and strengthening training effectiveness and user 

comfort. Because AR training is digital, it introduces a greater degree of flexibility, efficiency and safety to the training workflow. It 

helps facilitate all learning styles and provides a seamless solution to ensure knowledge and insight is maintained after experienced 

workers leave.

Two primary training scenarios present themselves when considering AR implementation:

Off-site training allows trainees to engage with a fully realized, spatially accurate representation of their working 

environment, without having to physically be in that environment. This increases safety for those in hazardous 

environments, while reducing costs associated with on-site training. The visual capabilities of AR, combined with the 

flexibility of implementation and real-time adaptability, makes for the most immersive and effective training methodology 

on offer. Immersion leads to higher levels of attention and retention, leading to fewer repeat training sessions and 

quicker return on investment (ROI) from employees. Immersion serves the secondary purpose of holding a user’s 

attention better than traditional content. Greater attention leads to higher rates of retention and to stronger 

engagement during and after the session. This level of engagement can help strengthen worker morale and heighten 

interest in the task at hand.

On-the-job training takes a more “hands-on” approach to training, guiding users through a potentially complex and/or 

dangerous task, ensuring user safety and task success. AR enables training to be done on location and in real time 

during the task being taught. This means that there is no time lost, with workers ramping up as quickly as possible and 

being guided through their workflow with AR step-by-step instructions. Applicable to any worker, significant ROI can be 

achieved by applying this to new, seasonal and temporary workers, for whom quick ramp up and efficient time usage is 

imperative. Workers can be trained based on collective domain expertise, enabling them to contribute instantly to 

the workforce.

Smart glasses can be used to help guide employees through a process in real time and in the environment in which they will be 

working, all while keeping their hands free for required tasks. Mobile devices may reduce the hands-free value add, but can deliver 

similar real-time, environmentally-aware guidance.

One market that highlights the extremes of complexity, experienced worker availability, loss of tribal knowledge and training resources 

is manufacturing, and more specifically machine maintenance. This market and use case has seen strong AR uptake considering the 

nascence of the market; ABI Research identifies manufacturing as the second largest vertical for AR adoption, with over US$19 billion in 

total AR market value. This kind of market size begs the question of how exactly knowledge transfer and training fits into the equation, 

and specifically how AR can be implemented to achieve the promising KPIs hinted at thus far.
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The value of AR in training can be broken down into three primary benefits: flexibility, efficiency, and connectivity.

FLEXIBILITY
The flexibility offered by AR devices, which essentially includes infinite variability in content, environment, and task support, is 

unparalleled for digital or physical training content. ARKit and ARCore are coming to iOS and Android devices, instantly making the 

upcoming enterprise mobility device landscape an AR-enabled installed base, offering developers a rich market in which to push content. 

Smart glasses continue to permeate through the market as well, offering a hands-free option for AR usage. As long as the content can be 

created—whether it be a 3D model, CAD drawing, instructional video, step-by-step instructions, or simply digitized documents—it can be 

included in an AR training workflow and benefit from the capabilities that AR brings.

This level of flexibility highlights the importance of varied learning styles and instructional content. For example, the combination of 

documents, video, and geo-registered (i.e., locked to a physical object or the environment) 3D models in real time was not possible 

before AR. Combining multiple pieces of content can help with understanding and retaining instruction. This also highlights how 

companies looking to employ AR can truly adapt its performance according to their needs. Existing content can often be utilized, 

reducing the time required to create a training program. If specialized content is required, existing creation platforms are often utilized 

and supported; 3D modeling programs, game engines, CAD programs, and more are common in AR.

All of these factors combine to reduce training hours and the dependency on the traditional paper manual, while 

increasing training effectiveness and worker safety.

EFFICIENCY
The efficiency gains seen with AR are already tangible across use cases. Real-time guidance is a boon for any worker, with glanceable 

step-by-step instructions increasing worker efficiency dramatically. Error reduction through quality checking and general employee 

awareness is also notable. Instant safety warnings, often improved with location and environment data, can negate a potential injury or 

malfunction before it happens.

AR devices with the proper sensors can map the environment and use those data to facilitate a localized, customized training procedure 

for highly-specific tasks and environments. Further, a highly-focused task, such as machine repair, can be greatly enhanced with 3D object 

guidance and object-locked instructional visuals, broken down step-by-step and reactive to the user’s current status.

Flexibility Efficiency Connectivity
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While this type of training can work very well with a dedicated training session outside of the actual working environment, there is no need 

to constrain the user to a specific training area or scheduled training session. AR training can be done on location and in real time during 

the task being taught. This means that there is no time lost, with workers ramping up as quickly as possible and being 

trained as they go through their workflow with AR guidance. Applicable to any worker, significant ROI can be achieved 

by applying this to seasonal and temporary workers, for whom quick ramp up and efficient time usage is imperative. 

Workers can be trained in parallel in infinitely larger groups thanks to connected devices, contributing instantly 

to the workforce.

CONNECTIVITY
Both head-worn and mobile AR devices without any connectivity can still add value to a worker and a workforce. In the age of the IoT, this 

value grows exponentially.

Perhaps the most well-understood and tangible benefit in terms of ROI is found in remote expertise. Training, especially in 

manufacturing, and tasks involving complex machinery often require an expert on location to guide trainees. If there is no expert 

available for the training session, the expert is either flown in or attempts to remotely guide workers by video. Both methods present 

significant challenges. Travel is expensive universally, and it takes time to get from place to place. The ability to remotely connect to an 

expert via AR telepresence provides the mobility, clarity, and capability of an in-person guide in the field.

Manufacturing often relies on complex, highly specialized machines. Due to training costs, time commitments, and general worker 

familiarity, only a handful of experts are qualified to operate and/or maintain these machines. Training an unfamiliar worker with 

traditional methods will prove trying and inefficient, with potential safety concerns depending on the machine. Limited expert availability 

makes even flying them to the site a challenge due to time restraints. AR can act as an intermediary, with the expert guiding the worker 
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remotely, but with nearly the same accuracy and clarity of message found with in-person interactions. The tasks can be complex, but 

using environmentally-aware AR featuring the ability to annotate and share information in a “see-what-I-see” solution, a remote expert 

can achieve efficiency and accuracy.

On a different note, the level of connectivity found with current generation AR devices points to exciting machine learning capabilities 

going forward. AR is a small, but significant part of the overall IoT infrastructure push seen in enterprise markets today. Machine-to-

machine (M2M) communication is common in manufacturing, but little has been done in the way of including human workers in the IoT 

workflow. Person-to-person communication is well understood, and human-machine interaction is a growing topic of discussion. 

AR bridges the gap between physical objects and workers, while also facilitating worker-to-worker interaction. Being able to pull up 

real-time metrics of a machine while interacting with it can significantly improve situational awareness as well as safety.

AR devices are ubiquitously connected, so every action of the user is another metric in the IoT pipeline, and can 

be leveraged as such. Inefficiencies in a training regimen and workflow are more easily recognized. Potential 

safety risks are noticed before an event occurs. Put simply, AR adds a human element to the IoT, and it is up to 

IoT and AR implementers to make use of these new human-centric data.

IMPLEMENTING AND INNOVATING
As expected, implementing an AR solution can be incredibly complex and time-consuming on its own, which can negate much of the 

benefits discussed above. Often, integrating AR into existing infrastructure and systems can be the biggest hurdle to overcome for a new 

customer. To alleviate that concern, platform providers offer solutions for content creation and distribution, device connectivity, workflow 

creation and guidance, remote expertise support, and more. Support for existing content is imperative for most customers, accelerating 

the time to value.

PTC’s Vuforia Studio and the Vuforia AR SDK are tools that overcome these barriers. Vuforia Studio can streamline content 

creation with a code-free authoring environment. Deep integration into the wider Vuforia platform can tap into a robust and 

established IoT ecosystem, laying a foundation for deep, albeit mostly unrealized, synergy between AR and the IoT. Developer support 

is important during this growing period for AR, so cross-platform and cross-device support through Vuforia is appropriate and will help 

spur the developer ecosystem.

CONCLUSIONS
There is still much to learn in the AR space, but the promise of a workforce revolution is coming closer as time progresses. Flexibility, 

efficiency, and connectivity are pillars of AR, and this is especially true in training use cases.

 � Manufacturing environments often present complex and difficult workflows for new employees, which can be eased through 

proper AR guidance. Complex machines and workflows are made simple through visual overlay, step-by-step instruction, and 

remote expertise when necessary.
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 � Remote expertise potential is vast with AR, whether with a simple video feed or full-featured mobile telepresence integration, 

eliminating travel costs and productivity loss in many cases.

 � The impact of seasoned workers can be expanded through AR guidance with a smaller time commitment than normal. 

Safety can be increased across the board with environmentally-aware wearable devices connected to a network.

 � Real-time, on-the-job training is possible, eliminating the need for dedicated training equipment, locations, and scheduled 

sessions. Worker ramp-up is immediate, beneficial for any workforce, but especially noticeable with new, seasonal and 

temporary workers.

 � The addition of human metrics to an IoT ecosystem has immense benefits that few have yet realized. The growth of the IoT 

and AR in tandem will unlock powerful applications of these devices and the metrics associated with them.

These facets culminate in a notable increase in knowledge transfer and training efficiency and effectiveness. This directly leads to an 

increase in worker efficiency, with a very tangible and quickly realized ROI of both the AR implementation and the training program or 

session. Retention rates are higher and engagement is stronger. Travel costs are reduced, and time is spent more effectively.

The multifaceted working environment for manufacturing and industry dictate an agile and well-trained workforce, which AR can provide.

While the upfront and ongoing costs can be high for AR implementations, the ROI is tangible.
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